Fleet Management Solutions

ASSA ABLOY, the global leader
in door opening solutions

Innovative Management Solutions
Recognized as global leaders in innovative key & asset management, Traka utilizes pioneering solutions to
manage the most important parts of any organization. Traka’s vision is to be the most innovative company in
the industry, while providing reliable, true & measurable value to our customers. Owned by ASSA ABLOY, an
organization twice-ranked as one of Forbes Magazine’s World’s Most Innovative Companies, Traka has a global
footprint which extends to over 70 countries and 44,000 employees globally. This gives our customers comfort
in knowing that we will be here to meet their long term needs.
As a forward-thinking business, we’re always one step ahead when it comes to developing new and innovative
solutions that solve real world problems. From simple secured storage options to enterprise-level control of
costly or sensitive devices, Traka systems provide an intuitive and powerful way to manage, track and report
usage of your most important assets, with the ability to drive process through integration. Trusted by
thousands of customers around the globe, Traka solutions are proven and reliable, with a typical return on
investment in just a few months.

Key Management Solutions for Fleet Vehicles
Managing an organization’s vehicle fleet is not
an easy task. With potentially thousands of
vehicles to track and maintain, and an equal
number of drivers collecting and returning
keys each day, it can quickly consume valuable
administrative resources.
Whether you are a local business with ten
trucks, or a global distributor with thousands
of vehicles on the road, Traka makes the
management process efficient, secure and
effortless. In addition to providing an automated
method of distributing and collecting keys, Traka
records every key transaction and provides full
audit details for better user accountability and
lowered administration costs.

By decentralizing, Traka can safely store keys
where they are needed most, while allowing
fast and easy access for authorized users, and
centralized management from any authorized
device on your local or wide area network. Each
key set is electronically tagged with our durable
iFob, which uniquely identifies it to our secure
key cabinets and intelligent software.
The ultimate value of Traka lies in our ability
to integrate into the systems you already use,
making administration easy, increasing visibility
on critical fleet data, and enabling realtime
workflows that improve your operational
processes. Traka gives you total control over
your fleet keys and assets like never before.

Decentralized Keys,
Centralized Control
Traka Touch and TrakaWEB
All of Traka’s intelligent access management solutions
are controlled by our user-friendly software. Traka
Touch is our embedded touchscreen technology
that runs directly on our key cabinets and intelligent
lockers. This system provides users and administrators
a simple solution at the point of use, available in over
20 languages.
When networked with our enterprise-level TrakaWEB
software management suite, you gain powerful
control over every Traka cabinet and locker across
your operation, without disrupting daily workflow.
This intuitive, browser-based interface can be centrally
managed from a single PC, or regionalized to empower
individual departments throughout your operation.
Traka systems can manage all of your fleet vehicle
keys, facility and equipment keys, laptops, tablets,
radios, tools and other pooled assets, with full user
accountability and reduced administration.

Features:
• Control access to vehicles by adding, deleting or

suspending users

• Full audit capability - retains a complete history

of all key and user transactions

• Allocate specific vehicles to authorized users at

specific times, and integrate with existing systems
for automatic booking or reservations

• Realtime, centralized activity reporting with

email notifications and alarms to instantly alert
administrators to important events

• Auto-allocate keys based on certain criteria,

including “First In, First Out” to ensure that vehicle
inventory receives even utilization

• Drivers can report vehicle service issues via the touch

screen upon returning a key, generating automatic
maintenance notifications for management, and
revoking further access to the vehicle until service is
complete

• Note logging enables drivers to report mileage,

Power through integration
Traka’s management solutions can integrate into
several access control platforms, HR databases
or other third-party systems, for the ultimate in
administrative control.

• Automatically enroll users and define security
settings based on employee status or department
assignment
• Prevent users from exiting a facility or clocking
out until keys are returned
• Restrict access to hazardous areas until the proper
safety equipment is checked out

parking location or other important data upon
returning a key

Key
Management

When the core of your company’s daily operation relies
on a well-maintained and efficient fleet, it’s critical that
you have a strict access control strategy in place to
achieve the level of accountability, control and visibility
you need. When you can effectively regulate, monitor
and record your fleet key use, your vehicles, assets and
drivers are more protected than ever before.
An integrated Traka key management solution puts
keys where they are needed most, while giving
administrators centralized control over each and every
vehicle. With full audits of user access, mileage reporting,
scheduled service intervals and fault logging with
instant notifications, Traka helps you save time, increase
utilization and keep drivers acting responsibly.

Features:
• Controll access to keys, which are automatically

distributed to authorized drivers from a secure,
software-controlled cabinet

• Individual staff recognition ensures unique,

Built to Last
Our robust IP67-rated nickel-plated
brass tube iFobs give you the confidence
that your system will work reliably and
effectively every time!
No cleaning necessary, no concerns over
the reliability and durability of plastic
tags, and the innovative ability to read
and write data to each iFob – giving
your organization a variety of fleet
management options.

up-to-the-minute access permissions

• Generate complete accountability and reduce damage

and loss by auditing and accounting for every key set,
every minute of the day

• Automatically alert and notify an administrator or

manager should a key not be returned on time

• When a vehicle reaches a scheduled maintenance

interval, its access can be restricted until service is
complete

• Can be integrated with HR or access control databases

for reduced administration and improved processes

• Prevent staff from clocking out or leaving an area until

keys are safely returned

• Keep detailed records on vehicle milage, hours and fuel

usage for maximizing efficiency

Fully Integrated
Solutions

Traka management solutions can integrate with the
systems you already use, providing the precise level
of intelligence needed to give your business total
control over its keys, vehicles and critical processes.

Automatically add and remove
users, and set access permissions
by integrating with human
resource or other databases

Link to existing fleet managment or
work order systems to only allocate
vehicles to authorized drivers
at specific reservation times

Generate service and maintenance
requests automatically at defined
mileage intervals or when vehicle
faults are reported by a driver

Prevent drivers from clocking out
or leaving your property
until keys are safely returned
at the end of a shift

Automatically revoke driver
access priviledges based on license
renewal, certification status, or the
completion of required training

Gain superior visibility of your
critical fleet data by monitoring key
and user events within the same
systems you already use each day

Are signs indicating that your
existing key control system
is not working the way it should?

Traka’s proven and reliable systems
provide the best solution for your
real world problems.

Expect more from an integrated
fleet key management solution
by Traka
• Reduced administration – no need to

manually distribute keys or log usage

• Improved shift start-up times – keys can be

taken or returned in seconds

• Monitor user activity – each user is uniquely

identified through PIN, access badge or biometrics

• Better control – allocate specific vehicles to

authorized users at specific times, and allow
custom access rules, such as double or triple
authorizations, as needed

• Reliable and robust – our IP67-rated, nickel-

plated brass iFobs provide years of proven
maintenance-free use

• Increased visibility – realtime and centralized

activity reporting, with email notifications and
alarms to instantly alert administrators
of important events

• Deep integration functions – can integrate

with third-party databases and systems to
reduce administration and drive process

Shouldn’t we be talking?

To learn more about how Traka solutions
can help your organization, contact us today.
877-34TRAKA
sales@trakaUSA.com

Find Traka USA on:

ASSA ABLOY, the global leader
in door opening solutions
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Key Control
Vendor Badge Management
Asset Management
Access Control
Fleet Mangement
Inventory Control
Data Rack Management
Weapons Management
Process Control
Lockout/Tagout

